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In my experiments with GPT-4 and Turnitin’s AI detection, I came to several 
important conclusions. Firstly, when crafting the prompts you give to GPT-4, it is 
imperative to be specific in terms of what you want. It was not enough for me to 
specify that I wanted the writing to ‘sound human’; I needed to give GPT-4 
concrete goals and metrics by which it could assess its own writing. In order to 
produce these goals and metrics, I used GPT-4 itself, alongside the feedback I was 
getting from Turnitin. 

While these metrics on their own were good, they were not quite enough, 
The second thing I needed was to tell GPT-4 how its writing was going to be 
judged. For this I used the information provided by Turnitin. This allowed GPT-4 
to understand more specifically how it needed to achieve the goal of ‘human-like 
writing’ in this specific circumstance, rather than generally. 

The third part I needed was a good topic for the essay—the prompt within the 
prompt. For most of my tests, I was using this prompt: “Please write an academic 
essay about Linneaus and his system of plant classification, connecting his 
system to other important scientific advancements of the period. How was his 
system different from what came before it? what were the implications of his 
system, and what historical effects did it have? what were the long term negative 
and positive effects of this system?” When I began asking GPT-4 to write about 
different topics, I still needed this prompt section to be rigorous; rather than 
simply saying “write about Pride and Prejudice,” I needed to be more specific. On 
the run where the writing I generated scored a zero, this was the prompt I used: 
“please write an analytical, academic essay about Jane Austen's Pride and 
Prejudice, connecting it to important historical events of the time. How was this 
work revolutionary when it was written? How is it relevant to life today? Does it 
deserve to be so widely read in schools in the 21st century? Please make concrete 
and compelling arguments and draw novel and surprising conclusions.” The 
essay that was generated appears below. 

Finally, order matters. When I had all three of these elements, but put the 
topic first, the essays still got high scores on Turnitin. However, when I began 
with the ‘do’s and don’ts’ list, followed by the information on Turnitin, ending 
with the topic, GPT-4 produced the writing that scored the best:  3% and 0%. 

It is possible to create 100% AI generated text that scores as 0% AI generated 
on Turnitin’s metric. However, it was a time and labor intensive process which 
required substantial knowledge of and experience with prompt engineering. 
Though I believe I found a formula for prompting GPT-4 that can consistently 
produce low-scoring results, the part of the prompt that specifies what the essay 
must be about must still be specific and thorough. 

Analysis and Conclusion
The purpose of this project was to test the limits of Turnitin’s AI detection 

feature. My goal was to see if I could get text that was 100% AI written to score as 
human written by refining the prompts that I gave GPT-4. Therefore, I did not use 
any text that was partially human written, although that text would likely have 
scored as more human written; all of the text I used was entirely generated by AI.

Turnitin is a platform widely used by educators to detect plagiarism in 
students work. Students will submit their assignments through a Turnitin portal 
and will receive a score indicating how much of the content of their writing can 
be found in other sources on the internet. Recently, Turnitin also launched an “AI 
detection feature” that also gives a score on how much of the submitted writing 
was likely generated by AI. However, only administrators can see this score; 
unlike the ‘similarity’ score that indicates traditional plagiarism, the ‘AI’ score is 
not visible to students. 

Since the launch of Chat-GPT in November 2022, educators, AI experts, 
and students alike have all wondered what this software and others like it will 
mean for the future of student essays. AI generated text evades most traditional 
plagiarism detectors, as the writing is novel and cannot be found in another 
existing source. Therefore, a new market is emerging for models that can reliably 
detect whether or not text was generated by an AI. As Turnitin is already widely 
used in schools and universities and their new AI detections software has been 
integrated into their existing platform, this model is likely the detection model 
that will be used most widely by educators, at least for the moment. 

This project was inspired by a mini project from IPHS 300: AI for the 
Humanities with Professor Elkins and Professor Chun. In this project, students 
were asked to use prompt engineering to try and create AI generated content that 
would earn a low percentage on Turnitin’s detection feature (meaning it would 
score as mainly human written). Out of the 26 students in the class—students 
who had been studying AI all semester and had been working with prompt 
engineering for multiple weeks—only three were able to produce writing that 
scored less than 100% AI generated on Turnitin, and out of those three the writing 
that scored the lowest scored as a little over 30% AI generated. Clearly, Turnitin’s 
detection software is rigorous; on their website, they note that they have 98% 
confidence in the determination their detection model makes. 

With this project, I hope to contribute to the current discourse about AI 
generated writing and models that can detect it. In recent months, many scholars 
have looked into the question of what differentiates human generated writing 
from that generated by AI; see “Detection of AI-generated Essays in Writing 
Assessments” by Yan et al. from March of this year. By showing how I was able to 
use prompt generation and GPT-4 to create 100% AI generated writing that scored 
as almost entirely human written, I hope to provide more information to this 
important discussion and encourage others to similarly experiment with the 
capacities of such software. 

Introduction

This project would not have been possible without the help of Professor Elkins, 
Professor Chun, and Joe Murphy. 

Sources:
- “Detection of AI-generated Essays in Writing Assessments,” Yan et al. In 

Psychological Test and Assessment Modeling, Volume 65, 2023 (1), 125-144. 
- “Turnitin’s AI Writing Detection Capabilities,” Turnitin.com, 

https://www.turnitin.com/products/features/ai-writing-detection.  

Results, continued 
For this project, I used GPT-4 to produce writing that I then submitted to 

Turnitin’s AI detection model. See the ‘Ethical Implications’ section for more 
detail. 

After seeing the ‘AI’ score of my submissions, I would go back to GPT-4 and 
use prompt engineering to revise the writing. Additionally, I also consulted with 
GPT-4 about what it considered the features of AI-produced writing versus 
human-produced writing. I then integrated these ideas into my prompts. Another 
factor that I integrated was Turnitin’s own explanation of how their AI detection 
model worked, which I found in FAQ’s on their “Turnitin’s AI Writing Detection 
Capabilities” page. 

I began with the following prompt: “please write me an academic essay about 
Linneaus and his system of plant classification, connecting his system to other 
important scientific advancements of the period. How was his system different 
from what came before it? what were the implications of his system, and what 
historical effects did it have? what were the long term negative and positive 
effects of this system? please make this essay thorough, interesting, and 
surprising. Build a strong argument and come to interesting and novel 
conclusions. most importantly, please make this essay sound human written. do 
not make it formulaic and please vary the structure as well as the perplexity of 
the sentences.” The writing that was generated from this prompt scored 100% on 
Turnitin’s AI detection—this was the result I expected, based on my experience 
with the miniproject I mentioned in the Introduction.

After getting this result, I went into Turnitin’s feedback studio and looked at 
the sentences that the AI detector had highlighted. I asked GPT-4 to rewrite these 
specific sentences to sound more like a human had written them; the writing that 
was produced from this scored a 93%, so it showed minimal improvement. I 
knew that I wasn’t giving GPT-4 specific enough instruction on what I wanted, so 
my next step was to try and pin down exactly what made writing ‘sound human.’ 
I went to Chat-GPT, pasted in the last essay, and asked it to identify what specific 
parts of the writing sounded like it was produced by an AI. It identified these 
characteristics: 

Methodology and Results 

Ethical Implications 
At first glance, this project has serious ethical implications. By experimenting 

with the limitations of Turnitin’s AI detection model—a model which I 
acknowledge is likely already widely used in schools and will likely continue to 
be—and by publishing the results of this research, it could appear that my 
research will allow other students to ‘fool’ the software and submit AI generated 
text without being penalized. However, there are two important features of this 
research that mean it is impossible for it to be used in such a morally-
questionable way.

Firstly, as noted in the introduction, the ‘AI’ score on Turnitin is not 
visible to students. In my experiments, I frequently used these scores to provide 
feedback to GPT-4 and refine its writing. I was only able to do this because I 
worked with Professors Elkins and Chun to gain special permissions on a new 
Moodle page that was created specifically for this project. This new Moodle page 
was created with the assistance of Joe Murphy, the Director of the Center for 
Innovative Pedagogy at Kenyon College, who kindly agreed to help with this 
project. With this Moodle page, which was full of test bot accounts, I was able to 
both submit writing and, acting as the ‘Professor,’  immediately see the AI score. 
This is something no student would be able to do without institutional assistance. 
Therefore, my methodology is not reproducible by the average student looking to 
shirk their academic work.

Secondly, and most importantly, the AI generated writing that received a 
low ‘AI’ score on Turnitin was not what I would consider good academic writing. 
None of these samples would do well in a class were they to be submitted for a 
traditional essay assignment. As I will show in my results section, the writing 
that scored the lowest was full of informal language, irrelevant anecdotes, and 
stylistic variations. These are the very things that would cause an essay to 
receive a bad grade for a class. The goal of this project was not to produce good 
writing that would also score well in a college class—it was to see if I could use 
text-prompt engineering to produce AI-generated content to receive a low score 
on the ‘AI’ detection feature. Turnitin’s software is an incredibly effective AI 
detection model. Based on my experience, I would say that it would be entirely 
effective in an academic setting when used alongside a teacher or professor who 
was grading the writing in a traditional setting. Therefore, my methodology and 
this research in general could not be used by students who want to use AI to 
produce good academic work.  

In my next prompt, I explicitly mentioned these ideas and asked GPT-4 
to rewrite the previous essay without including any of the above 
characteristics. The resulting essay scored a 17% on Turnitin’s AI detection 
software—a huge improvement from the last result. 

I then had a series of back and forths with GPT-4. It would produce an 
essay and I would put it back into Turnitin’s software. I would then see 
which essays were highlighted by the software, input those back into GPT-4, 
and ask it why those particular sentences were more likely to be generated 
by AI. 

After multiple passed of this type of revision, I asked GPT-4 to consolidate the 
results of our discussion in to a series of ‘do’s and don’ts’ for trying to write like a 
human. 

GPT-4 concluded: In essence, to write like a human, one needs to embrace 
the messiness, imperfection, and creativity that characterize human 
communication. It's not just about conveying information—it's also about telling a 
story, evoking emotions, and connecting with the reader on a human level.

For my next prompt, I incorporated this list of ‘do’s and don’ts.’ However, to 
my surprise the resulting essay scored a 46% on Turnitin’s AI detection, and 
when I regenerated the response that writing scored 100%. Clearly, there was 
another element that I was missing in my prompt. At that point, I went on to 
Turnitin’s website and found their description of how the model works. 

I inputted this into GPT-4 and asked it to revise its essay based on this 
information. The resulting writing scored a 5%. 

At this point, I felt confident that I had found the right combination of 
information that would produce AI-generated writing that would score low on 
Turnitin’s AI detection model. However, I wanted to make sure that these results 
had proof of concept. I opened a new chat in GPT-4 and inputted my original 
prompt alongside the list of ‘do’s and don’ts’ as well as the information from 
Turnitin’s website. The resulting writing scored a 57% on Turnitin, and when I 
regenerated the response it scored 100%. 

I decided to experiment with the order in which I presented the 
information in the prompt; rather than putting the essay prompt first, followed 
by the ‘do’s and dont’s’ and ending on the Turnitin information, I decided to put 
the ‘do’s and don’t’s’ list first, as the thing I cared most about was that the writing 
sounded like a human. I then put in the Turnitin information, and ended with the 
specific topic I wanted the essay to be about. 

When I ran the reordered prompt, the resulting writing scored 3% on 
Turnitin’s AI detection. I then ran this same reordered prompt in several new 
sessions, asking GPT-4 to write about a wide range of topics, such as the French 
Revolution, Augustine’s Confessions, and Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice. The 
variation I found in the scoring of these runs was directly tied to how thorough I 
was in the section of the prompt where I specified the topic. On runs where I 
simply specified a book or historical event, I got scores like 28% or 32%. However, 
in a run where I asked very specific questions about Pride and Prejudice and 
asked for novel and surprising conclusions, the writing achieved a score of 0%. 

On the left: the 
100% AI-
generated 
essay that 
scored a 0% on 
Turnitin’s AI 
detection. 


